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Varsity tromp alumni

Two sticks can start a musical fire

After lying dormant since 1982 the alumni game was

The mesmerizing sound of SJSU’s Latin Jazz Ensemble

-astot

resurrected to see the SJSU football team win 49-20
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School of Social Science faces budget bloodshed
The following article is part seven in a
continuing series on the effects of the
CSU budget shorqall on various areas of
SJSU.
By Chris Lillie
Daily staff writer
Department heads say it’s too early to
tell, but the preliminary consensus in the
School of Social Sciences seems to be
that SJSU’s budget cuts will leave the
school wounded but not hemorrhaging.
"When the blood starts to flow, I’ll call
you," said Bill Takizawa, chairman of

Education and
the spending

CALIFORNIA S BUDGET CRISIS

geography.
The school has only a hazy idea of
how many class sections it will lose
because SJSU’s exact budget will not be
finalized before late summer.
"We’re not going to have any real iron-

clad budget probably until August,"
Anthropology/Cybernetics Chairman Bill
Recluneyer said.
"We simply won’t know until the legislature and the governor get through
with their budget," Economics Chairman
James Willis said.
However, each of the school’s departments communication studies, economics, anthropology/cybernetics and
geography can be assured of losing
five to 10 sections at least, according to

department chairmen.
Preliminary ideas on how deeply
departments across campus would be cut
came from deans of the various schools,
the chairmen said.
"For the fall we’d be back to 23 fulltime equivalent positions," said Communication Studies Chairman David Elliott,
noting that the department currently carries 25 full-time equivalents.
The cut of two positions would translate to a loss of eight to 10 class sections.

Elliott said.
Geography stands to lose at least six
sections next semester, Takizawa said.
"I think it’s an anxious time to be managing a department," he said. "I think it’s
an anxious time for anyone who works at
this university."
Anthropology/cybernetics will lose at
least four or five sections, Reckmeyer
said.
"We’ve been cut a (full-time cquivaSee BUDGET, page 7

IFC votes to
expand with
Beta Theta Pi

Those were the days

By John Bessa
Daily staff writer
The Interfraternity Council
voted in a closed meeting Monday
to recommend that the national
fraternity Beta Theta Pi be invited
to start a chapter at SJSU.
The IFC’s vote is only a recommeodation to Dean Batt, vice president of student affairs, he and acting Greek Life Coordinator Fred
Najjar said.
Batt will "invite" the national
fraternity to start a chapter at
SJSU.
The IFC votes every February
to sec if the group will "expand"
adding more chapters of national
fraternities to the council at SJSU,
IFC Vice President Jonathan Oh
said.
This year’s vote, which will
bring the total number of fratcmi-

tics on campus to 14, came after
the council heard presentations
from five national fraternities on
April 22. Oh said that more than
three-fourths of the houses voted
for Beta Theta Pi.
Kappa Alpha received the second hit:hest number of votes, and
Sigmaftzeceived the third highest. Oh said.
A motion was made at the
closed meeting to remove Sigma
Pi from the ballot since the organization already has a colony at
SJSU unrecognized by the IFC.
Oh said. It did not pass.
A motion is expected to be
heard Monday. Oh added, but
none is on the floor right now.
If Batt decides to "invite" Beta
Theta Pi. as the MC’s vote recommended, then the group will coloSee GREEK, page 7

Professor charged
with lewd conduct
to be arraigned
Art teacher faced
with misdemeanors

Rockstord Takamatsu

SJSU alumnus Philippe Relitioah relives his football days as a
young fan asks for an autograph during the Spring Alumni Fixitball Game at Spartan Stadium. Rehhoah last played for the Spar-

Daily staff photogrpaht,

tans in 1983 as a kicker. It was the first alumni game played since
1982. Saturday’s game included a player from the ’69 team. SJS11
defeated the former Spartans 49-20. See related story page 6.

r00111

Radde is charged with soliciting
and engaging in lewd conduct in a
public place and "loitering in or
about a public toilet for the purposes of soliciting any lewd or lascivious act or any unlawful act."
Deputy District Attorney Paul
Bernal said.
The alleged violations come
under subsections A and D of California Penal Code 647. Bernal
said.
Radde declined to comment
when telephoned at home Monday.
See CONDUCT, page 7

Car versus light rail

Proposal in the works

Schools or colleges?
Academic Senate asks in presidents’ race
By Robert Drueckhammer
Speaal to the Daily
A proposal is in the works at the
Academic Senate to change the
names of schools to "colleges," but
the proposal hasn’t finished going
through committees to be voted on
by the entire senate.
The proposal, which would take
school names such as "School of
Business" and change it to "College of Business," should be ready
for a vote by the Academic Senate
in approximately two weeks,
according to Cecilia Mullen, chair
of the Organization and Government Committee.

By Chris Lillie
Daily stall writer
An SJSU art professor charged
with lewd conduct in a campus
rcstroom will be arraigned May 31
in San Jose Municipal Court,
according to the Santa Clara
County district attorney’s office.
Bruce Radde, 56, faces two misdemeanor counts of lewd conduct
stemming from an alleged incident
April 17 in a Wahlquist Library

01111 nictt

Ity Robert W. Scoble
[Lid), .,jff writer
The light -rail system was tested
by two commuting presidents
Monday.
SAL] President Gail Fullerton
and Associated Students’ President -Elect Nicole Launder were
asked to race each other to campus
in a commuter race. The Spartan
Daily devised the race to see if a
commuter on the new light -rail
line could keep up with a commuter in an automobile.
The race started at the OhloneChynoweth light-rail station Monday at 8 a.m. as Launder drove
See SCHOOLS, page 7 toward campus while Fullerton

The Curriculum and Research
Committee is also looking into the
issue.
According to an Executive
Committee Report issued on
March II, changing the names of
schools to colleges "would be a
beneficial change toward obtaining grants, increasing prestige,
and defining who and what we
arc."
The report also said that "Within
their review, the committees
should think about (the) size,
nature of programs (professional.
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celebrated her 64th birthday by
stepping onto one of the 49 -ton
light-rail electrically powered cars.
With the opening of the new
light -rail line over the weekend,
students who live in South San
Jose finally had a fast alternative to
driving a car to school. But just
how fast was it?
Well, although the trolley got up
to its top speed of 55 mph, it

s’S

See LIGHT, page 7
A.S. President -Elect, Nicole
Launder checks the time as she
waits for SJSU President Gail
Fullerton to finish the race.

Kevin Squires

Daily staff photographer
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Beating pack mentality
Adefense attorney for four
L.A. policeman involved
in the Rodney King
beating argues that felony charges
should be dropped because
electric stun gun darts may have
failed to enter King’s body,
leading officers to believe that he
was under the influence of PCP.
Tests found no trace of the drug in
King’s system.
Whether under the influence of
PCP or not, King hardly poses
that much of a physical threat to
over 20 officers armed with guns
and batons. The beating of
Rodney King cannot be justified
by the most creative defense
attorney this world can offer.
This desperate attempt will
likely prove inconsequential.
However it brings to light the
disturbing fact that because
policeman live high intensity lives
they can explode with underlying
the
prejudices circumventing
law they are paid to uphold.
Policework combines the high
stress of risking their wellfare
daily and then suffering malign
from society. This unfortunate
combination falls far short of

justifying what we all witnessed
on videotape.
Frightening about the incident is
the worst of all scenerios: the
video taping never happened.
King’s word would be laughed at
by the district attorney who would
have listened to the testimonies of
the officers involved and passed
King’s complaint off as another
piece of trash for his garbage can.

Any letter or column for the Forum
page must be turned into the Letters
to the Editor box in the Spartan
Daily newsroom, WLN 104, during
office hours. Submissions may also
be mailed to Forum Editor, The
Spartan Daily, department of mass
communications, San Jose State
University, San Jose, CA., 95192,
Articles and letters must contain the
author’s name, phone number,
address, and major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed or
submitted on 3.5" Macintosh compatible disc (Microsoft Word).
Submissions become property of
the Spartan Daily and will be edited
for grammar, libel, spelling, and
length.
Articles which appear on this page
include:
Reporter’s/Editor’s forum: Opinion
staff
by
written
pieces
writers/editors which do not
necessarily represent the views of
the Spartan Daily.
Editorials: Unsigned opinion
pieces which appear in the upper.
left comer of the forum page are the
majority opinion an editorial board
comprised of Spartan Daily editors.
Cartoons: Do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the Spartan
Daily editorial board.

ne could argue that
perhaps one of the
officers would have had
the spine to testify on King’s
behalf, but this seems highly
unlikely when you consider the
pack mentality involved with the
officers standing by and
watching.
If the pressure is so great to
keep quiet about fellow officers
breaking the law they are paid to
enforce, then the officers
certainly wouldn’t have come
clean when the D.A. questioned
them.
The Code of Silence, that tacit
agreement among cops to live and-let-live, unduly runs against
the interest of public welfare.

0

Corrections and amplifications
Due to a reporter’s error In the April
23, 1991 article entitled "Budget cuts
to strike English department" the
Spartan Daily incorrectly stated that
the English department would cut 62
sections from its Fall, 1991 course
schedule. The department projects
retention of those sections in a new
department, according to Department
Chair Jack Haeger.
Also incorrect was the Spartan Daily

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

statement that the cuts would affect 24
part-time personnel and that 1,550
fewer students would therefore be
enrolled.
However, Haeger said he foresees a
cut of 30 courses, possibly resulting in
the reduction of about 15 part-time
teachers.
The Spartan Daily is committed to
accuracy. Please report errors to Angus
Klein, executive editor, 924-3280.
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’Free our stump!’
Editor,
Forget about the budget crisis, forget
about the depletion of the ozone layer,
forget about the homeless, and forget
about police brutality. There is a horrible
crime, indeed, an intolerable injustice
being committed right on our very own
campus. An innocent tree stump has been
wrongfully imprisoned on Seventh Street.
The stump’s only crime was having once
been a tree! Do you think the powers that
be would so harshly incarcerate a bush or
flower? Of course not, but if we sit by and

Converting to TV god
As many of you probably already know,
next year our "spring break" will be a
week before the traditional Easter week
time. This is so that Christians will not be
allowed to have wild parties the weekdays
before Easter Sunday. Or, wait, I guess
the actual reason given had something to
do with separating church from state.
The Academic Senate - yes, the true
geniuses who decide these things wanted to make sure you understood that
the university does not condone religion
or the cruel tradition of hunting colored
eggs (just because they have a different
colored shell does not mean you have the
right to persecute them, danunit!).
So come next spring break when you
and I head for Fort Lauderdale (it could
happen) to visit the sun god and meet
millions of other college disciples who
are prostrating themselves before the
perfectly acceptable god of rays, we are
going to be in for a big surprise. When
the only people in town are playing
shuffleboard and wearing pajama -style
swimwear, we arc going to find it very
hard to enjoy the offering of our flesh to
the sun god.
We could always go to some Florida
universities trying to recruit students to
our sunbathing mass. I’m sure students
would be more than happy to skip a week
of school in order to celebrate spring just
as they will one week later during their
Easter/Spring break. Okay you’re right,
they won’t.
But wait, there is hope yet. Next spring
break, you and I will go home to visit
family and friends. Coolness. We can be
with the relatives we love. We can call up

Remember Claude Gilbert?

let this disservice be done to the Seventh
Street stump, then who knows? The palms
by Tower Hall could be next. There is
only one action to be taken. We must
liberate our stump! After all, a stump
should be free to rot peacefully in the
wild, and not be caged like an animal in
the zoo for all to mock and ridicule. The
cry for justice must go out. Free our
stump! Free our stump!

Editor,
I attended the WLAF game where the
Frankfurt Galaxy played against the
Sacramento Surge. It was a terrific
football game for several reasons.
Several ex-SJSU players were on the
field including Mike Perez, Ycpi Paiuu,
Chris Alexander and David Diaz-Infanc.
Claude Gilbert and Jack Elway were
coaching together again as a team. K.C.
Clark, ex-SJSU player, is one of the
assistant coaches. All of the assistant
coaches at SJSU with the exception of
i -Wain 16k , who has since arrepiod
another coaching job, were in attendance,
To wish the Frankfurt Galaxy team and
coaches success on their return trip to
Germany, well over 70 faithful football
followers and assistant coaches from
SJSU were in attendance at the post -game
reception.
I think it is nice that these assistant
coaches show support for the new league,
for the coaches and players, but where
were they when Claude needed then
support when he was unjustly fired or. are
they as I suspect, looking toward the
WLAF for professional coaching
experience and new jobs!

Deirdre Blake
Senior
Journalism
our best friends and.. .what do you mean
Terry isn’t off this week. You mean all of
our hometown friends will be in classes
while we do some great break activity like
watch the television god. No problem.
TV is a piece of art that should be
appreciated. We can watch some soap
operas. Hold that, it looks like all of our
younger brothers and sisters have the
week off, too. Now we are going to end
up watching the "Teenage Mutant Ninja
Gobots."
I guess it will be a week of solitaire and
crossword puzzles. Oh joy. From what 1
understand in the coming years our winter
recess will begin in January instead of
December. So, I hope you don’t have any
special attachment to Christmas or
Hanukkah cheer because you will
probably be studying for finals. And I’m
sure there is some church in San
Francisco that worships turkeys and so to
be equally repressive to all religions we
will have to move our Thanksgiving break
back a week and call it the "Small Fall
Break."
Call me unaware but I think that seeing
as how Easter Sunday is on a Sunday and
Palm Sunday is on a Sunday that
Christians will not be affected one bit by
having school the weekdays in between.
Maybe I’m wrong but I do know that no
one asked me my opinion about the
change until it had been voted on, so I’m
going to spend next spring break
preaching about eggs to all of the
Academic Senate officers and their
answering machines.

Nancy Tuthill
Santa Clara

Questioning character
Editor,
Tuesday’s March 12 article on Ammee
Sivertsen ("Controversy sparkcr, Wiggsy
Sivertsen stands strong") was an excellent
disclaimer for her role as a counselor. I
recommend anyone going to her for
advise please think twice. It appears that
Siverstsen has deep character and
ideological flaws which most likely were
inflicted during childhood. Moreover, I
believe she has not faced the pains caused
at early age but merely reacted in
extremities.
Sivertsen’s views and deeds are injured
and not complete. To this end, it’s too bad
Ammec’s mother didn’t tell her to "never
give s-- to anyone," for this is most of
what she does. Clearly seen, Ammee is a
detriment to our campus.
David Frizzell
Graduate student
Economics

Aaron Michaelangelo Voorhees
Freshman
Journalism
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10 a.m
TODAY
REED MAGAZINE: SJSU s literary annual
bookselling, all day, in front of bookstore and
faculty offices. call 251-5141
CINCO DE MAYO PLAN. COMM.: Cultural

will, 7 p.m . S U Almaden Room
performance Grupa Azteca Teziatlipoka
MARKETING CLUB: The business sue 01
and Grupo Nayanta 12-1 p in Morns Dal
sports with Harris Barton from 49ers. 3 30
ley Auditorium. call 924-2707 Reception Ell
pm -5 pm SU Almaden Room. call 924Coniunto De Los Pobres 6-8 pm SU
Multi -cultural center
8A15T7
R DEPT LECTURE SERIES: Andrew
PANHELLENIC AND I.F.C.: Fall Greek Shachat Book illustration for the alternative
Rush 1991. all week. 9 a m to 1 pm SU illustrator 5 p m Art Building room 133.
tables, call 293-0611 or 294-7884
call 924-4330
WOMEN’S CENTER: Women as mothers METEOROLOGY DEPARTMENT: Seminar
4-6 pm SU Costanoan Room call 924climatic aspect of urban design. 4-5 p.m
6500
call 924-5200
ASIAN -AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Art auction
FELLOWSHIP: Message oi Knowing Gods 11 a m -2 p m . S U Amphitheater. call 2576050
WEDNESDAY
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Art auction.
locked front door of the house and S U Amphitheater. 11 a.m.-2 p.m
officers yelled RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Brown
kicked it di n% H.
and pounded on doors to rouse the Bag Lunch Creating your own academic
sleeping occupants.
major. 12-1 30 p.m S U. Pacheco Room.
"The root was tds mg in on call Rachel Cunningham at 924-5939.
(
icring.
said
Lt.
referthem.**
PLACEMENT:
ring to reports from hrelighters at CAREER PLANNING AND
p.m .
the scene. Hot innhers V. ere com- Summer job hunting techniques. 1-30
S U Almaden Room. call 924-6033. Co-op
ing down."
The officers then ran outside and orientation. 2-30 p m S.0 Costanoan
Room. 924-6033
began throw. mg nicks at V. I ndok
AFRICAN LEADERS EDUCATING AND
to awaken upstairs residents, w,
RISING TOGETHER: Meeting. EOP Tutorial
fled the burning building.
center call 924.2591
It took about 411 I lief ighters 27
[ninnies to extinguish the tire. FACULTY BOOK TALKS: Chanh Phan.
There was no damage estimate and philosophy will review James Freeman s

Transients rescued from house
LW,

\NGLLLS I AP)
Two
it
kicked down the
door t .1 burning house and saved
about 20 hoMeless [let ph’ sleeping
inside the abandoned structure.
Some of the t ransients thought
the commotion was a drug raid and
iii
fled the three-story Victorianst le house earls Sunday with their
hands up
"I sdid to my partner, ’We’ve
got to get them out.’ It’s something
I hat’s lust spontaneous. something
on can never train for, said Officer Greg Staats.
St ;hits and ( icer Craig McLaren ere on patrol Mien the) ’saw
a hig cloud of smoke and flames
coining from ihe root of the linoer Street house just west of downIi ii.. n
The olticers not
the Fire
Derailment. then rushed to the

Sorrows of Hearts 12 30 p in Woodward
room. University Club can 924-5530
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION: U.S business in Latin America with
Rene son, 12:30-1’30 pm AS Council
Chambers.
FANTASY CLUB: weekly meeting. 5;301045 pm Costanoan Room. call 9247097.
GOLDEN KEY NAT. HONOR SOC.: Information table, all day in front of Student
Union call Steve Walter at 725-0687
ASPB: Wednesday night cinema Home
Alone 6 and 9pm.SU Ballroom
SEMESTER ABROAD IN BATH, ENGLAND: Informational meeting about the
spring 1992 England Program. 11 am to 1
pm Hugh Gillis Hall room 103
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY: Business
meeting. 8-9 pm SU Almaden Room. call
356-9502
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
Testimony meeting noon to 1 p m, S.0
Montalvo Room call 247-4409
STRESS MANAGEMENT: Lifestyle awareness and stress management 9 a.m to 1
pm SU Almaden Room. call 356-9028.
MIS CLUB: Formerly. the IAM club last
general meeting of spring semester 4- 30
p in S U Costanoan Room. call 225-4740
ASIAN AMERICAN JOURNALISTS: Got a
gripe about the way minorities are portrayed

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

Morning clouds with
sunny skies in the
afternoon. Highs in the
low 80s.

Anti -gay posters were removed
from the restroom walls in the Art
Building. The posters were up for
about two months.

Wednesday’s forecast
Partly cloudy skies with
slight chance of rain.
I lighs near 70.

Two pro-life advocates displaying
pictures of aborted fetuses and
giving out literature were escorted
off SJSU property Friday by
University Police.

National Weather
Service

? are upset about
Allen Hall residents
the dirty conditions of the restrooms.
Only one custodian permanently
works in the hall right now.
in the campus median Come to this ,,,e1ing
5 p m Wahlquist Library North room 113
call 279-3155
CINCO DE MAYO F,ANNING COMMITTEE: Free BBO. DJ music by Nebulus
sound productions and Manachi band noon 1 p m Quirks Meadow Park Next to residence halls call 924-2707
THURSDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study 12-1
pm SU MOnta!vr, RDOn call 298-0204
CINCO DE MAYO PLAN COMM.: Band

A,bert T & the Cool Breeze. 12-1 pin
Amphitheatre. call 924-2707
CODA: meeting. 12-1 p.m. Campus Christian Center call 279-6257
JEWISH FACULTY UNION: The Plight of
the Kurds Past and Present 2-4 p m
Spartan Memorial Chapel. call David
Mesher at 924-4440
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: meeting
5 30 pm AS Chambers call 286-0512
SKI CLUB: meeting and officer election, 8
pm Almaden Room call 462-5717

the cause of the hla-ie 5% asn.1 determined .
Police and lire ott ic ai. couldn’t
inters lev, the homeless pet ml L be cause I Iie fled. Gering said *so
(ine 55 :is he
ed injured.

11*

AAllied Health
P rofessionals &
dministratrors

Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an officer in the
Biomedical Sciences Corps. You’ll learn more,
you’ll grow faster, you’ll work with other
dedicated professionals in a quality environment
where your contributions are needed.

A New Kind of Hotel
Remember Us For
’Graduation
’Weddings
Holider
Family Reunions
Parent’s Weekend
Ask For Special San Jose State Rates
’All suites, one and two bedrooms Fully equipped kitchen.
’Living rooms with wood -burning fireplaces ’Satellite television
’Complimentary continental buffet breakfast *Outdoor pool &jeccuzi
For More Information or Reservations call Marriott’s
RESIDENCE INN ’Silicon Valley 1&11
RESIDENCE INN San Jose
I. 750 Lakeway Dr. 11.1080 Stewart Dr.
2781 South Bascom
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
Campbell, CA 95008
14081 559-1551
(408) 720-8893, ext. 416

r

In short, you’ll gain more of everything that
matters most to you. You and the Air Force.
Launch now- Call

RUSH
- GO GREEK
Sign - ups
in front of
Student Union
’April 29 - May 3*

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1 -800-423-USAF
-

SORORITY
FRATERNITY

-

Summer
is Finally Here!
1991 Summer Session Schedules
are available at:
Continuing Education, ADM 107
Student Union Information Center
Admissions and Records

Get Yours Now!
Courses Start May 28 and Continue through August 18
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KEY FOR PARKING

Festival del Sol/Festival de los Niiios (May 3-4)
A pre-celebration to kick off Cinco de Mayo weekend with
a two-day cultural event of outdoor music, food, art,
clowns, cartoon characters, magicians and fun.
Highlights include performances by major entertainment
groups such as Little Joe and La Familia, Dr. Loco Rocking
Jalapeno Band and others at Plaza Park, across from the
Fairmont Hotel. An integral part of the fiesta is a special
childrens festival (Festival de los Ninos) happening
concurrently at the Pavilion Shops. Event begins at
11:30 a.m. and concludes at 9 p.m.
For more information calf
293-6484.

2 Houij FREE (with validation);
FREE after 6 p.m.

cAffair8
cElcgancc

2 Hours FREE (with validation)
Free atter 6 p.m and on weeki

Corporate 8. Event

Parking Lot Entrance

Step Out
In Style

Cinco de Mayo Art Exhibit
(May 3 -June 1)
Exhibits featuring traditional Mexican art, textiles, ceramics,
jewelry and ethnic fashions-- all hand made including a
photographic exhibit by Mary Andrade at Machu Picchu Gallery,
El Paseo Court, 42 S. First Street. For more information,
call the Gallery at
280-1860.

Looking for a quality pair of
hand-sewn leatherpumps
comfortable enough to dance
the night away?
Just step into Mariano’s...
and step out in style.

Cinco de Mayo (May 5)
An annual parade and festival of music,
food, arts and crafts, and costumed
dancers. Join the festivities at
Almaden Blvd. from 10 a.m. -6 p.m.
For more information,
call the G.I. Forum office at
923-1646.

(4(/4) 2/40fe44 1

1. Mariano’s
2. City Sunglasses
1
3, Casola’s
4. Gerard’s
5. Pizza a go go
6. ABCDExchange
7. Kinko’s

,

RELAX, LISTEN TO JAZZ -27
AND HANG OUT

SPECTACULAR
SUNGLASS

For Those Not
Content With
),Or
The Ordinary
Corsages &
1

(2

Custom Dry Silk
Arrangements
Balloon Bouquets

Allot

Santa Clara Coun

All Major
Credit Card.
Accepted

FREE PIZZA DELIVERY
ANY 16"
OUR NEW
OFF
$3.00
BBO CHICKEN
PIZZA
ANY 12
OFF
135W. Santa Clara St
Not good with any other offer
Expires May 14,1991
280-0707
Ilii ims..oravagpisimissiopm

TUDEN

)n Market ‘,1

1

(

10% OFF

1,

993-1311

SI/01118M

Iflirt1811

PorscheDesIgn

ALL BETTER BRANDS

Boutonnieres

.t
A The Pavilion

Deliveries Daily

’

-rub

I

AM Vaurnet Ray Ban
Bucci Serengeti Cazal
Gargoyle

Just

;

SALE
,

European Fresh Cut Flowers
Fresh Flowers For All Occassions
Gourmet Fruit Baskets & Wine

Live Jazz Every Wednesday
Through Saturday.
Continuous Satellite Coverage.
of all Major Sporting Events

CITY SU
LASS COMPANY
At The Pavilion
99*3 *3C1 3 1

DiSCOVEK LAROF,ST
CO’S
JOSE’S
SAN
OF USFJ)
sELECTION
Over 5,000 used CD’s to
choose from
New & Used CD’s
Buy Sell Trade

EXCH

$1 OFF
ANY
CD

1091 SANTA CLARA ST, SAN JOSE
(BETWEEN Id & eth)
Validated Parking 3rd St Garage
(408)294-0345
SOME assraiciows APPLY

288

Get a resume that
does the job.
Fine Stationery
High Quality Recycled paper.

r

20% OFF ALL COME
n RFctpkiF PIPP?

Valid on orders over $2.50. Must present coupon One coupon per
customer Not valid with any other otter and only at this
location Expires 5/16/91

kinkcps

the copy center
310 S. Third St. (Across from McDonald’s) 295-4336

1 oc
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AIMCIdar,
.411.),,rnery

ekurke,
ROW Pork

FAIRMONT

0

f

Pavilion
Shops s
3

SAN JOSE

D4eogoof Noto Skil(
The Light Rail

light rail line between South
San Jose and the Great America Industrial Area of Santa
Clara. Light rail service is provided seven days a week
from early morning to midnight. Day passes cost only
$1.50 for transfers and unlimited rides. Discounted
monthly flash passes are available at the A.S. Business
Office. Forget about your parking worries and hop
aboard tomorrow for affordable, fun and easy
transportation! For more information about light rail
service, call (408) 287-4210.

.RKING:
vaidation):

8. Marlowe’s
;ses 9. Felix
10. Heartthrob
11. Recycle Book Store
12. Discount Photo
nge 13. Downtown Association

CHEAP
READING

With The Purchase of A Med. or Large Pizza
(I us

17.0
lb I N./ ERN’
IL 1_.
IL ge Era a
1Vith Sh Sti ii. Vur, !use

2 8 8 - 8 8 8 6

2 8 8 - 8 8 8 7

Located at The HEARTH11013

One Block South of Duncan Hall!

4

New & Used Books

Is"?. Book Store

286-6275
i1lMVOILA1SL40dNY,.IV4M110VV1)u1lI0IfbNVV1A.0I1ONIS

HospitalityIndustry
Personnel Night!

ilts1 S. SAN SI RNANDO
IN DOWNTOWN SAN IOSF
SHOPS OPEN
MON
4
I.

279-2755

3 HOURS FREE

4
5.

.vr,

Join the celebration at lxtapa on Friday, May 3!
Crupo Folkloric() Nayarita performs traditional
dances from noon-Ipm, and again from 744pm.
A DJ spins Latino and Top 40 tunes from
4pm on, and from 6-7pm you can see El Trio
Tamunal use! Plus drink specials and giveaways

all weekend!

4
5.

7
4

Trip for 2 to LONDON

Expires 5/30/91

SUN 1,1 5

CINCO DE MAYO COMES TO IXTAPA!

Employees of Restaurants, Night Clubs,

Hotels, hair Salons, Travel Agencies,
and Limousine services can Network with
their peers and have Fun at the same time!
Bring a business card or paycheck stub plus
proper I.D. to register for your II.I.P, card
and *5 - $1.00 coupons!)

SAT 10.6

VALIDATED PARKING

Tuesday’s 9:00pm-1:30am
Any Drink* - $1.00

Enter Felix Hair Salon today
and register to WIN a

j

PAVI LION
SHOPS

a
4

With quality KMS products

HAIR PRODUCTS
E>SIONAL
.:::-ez : Sori Fernando Wolin lit and Markel

TN/ /PONT. IAN
>

WON

The Pavilion is putting the "win" into
"window shopping!" From April 29- May 10,
participating Pavilion shops will feature
window displays filled with $500 of valuable
merchandise. Stop by any participating shop,
enter to win your favorite window, and you
could win everything in it!

CD* Tapes & Reco’i

BE FAIR TO YOUR HAIR

ON ALL KMS
PRODUCTS

DO

WIN A WINDOW FOR MOTHER S DAY!

4
IC

OFF WITH COUPON

news’. OMIONIPO

M1Ilat.401 401VI(T011

Fantasy

Pizza & Pasta
Just A Phone Call Away
,TL’DENT SPECIAI! 6 FREE Garlic Rolls or 3 FREE Sodas

POLAROID 6414,
now at a lower price

451 SOUTH FOURTH STREET, SAN JOSE (408) 275-9649
M-F 9-5:30 SAT 10-2

Specializing in
Science Fiction

Fri & Sat 10am - lOpm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

30 Minute Delivery
All Items Cooked to Order

POLARIOD 55
was S43 29 now S39 60

$ CASH for your BOOKS

Mon -Thur 10am - 9pm

F. it 1F,

WE LOWERED OUR PRICES!

CAPITAL OF SILICON VALLEY You can ride the SCCTA’s

Exemim

iub & Croissant

ARKROOM SPECIALISTS

San Jose’s II tart throb:
Where the "sounds" are the BEST of OLD and NEW!
I ocated on 2nd Si. between San Carlos and San Fernando
Phone 293-9923
Casoll’s Pi/icria NOW OPEN !
Phi, , 288-8886 ot 28/440,047

. k)i
71,0111 M Til

MOSS IMPOR104 WXI II

MOONS 7141 YWO41114.14/
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Varsity steals spotlight from stars Nothing could keep
trophy from golfers

By Susan Brown
Daily staff writer
The stars came out Saturday and
they all had one thing in common:
they each have. at one period of
their life. donned the Spartan blue
and gold.
Some of the nearly 100 former
Spamms who came out for the re s ival of the Spring Alumni Football Game included current NFL
players Stacey Bailey, Greg Cox.
Johnny Johnson. Steve DeBerg.
James Saxon. Jay Taylor and recent 49er draftee Sheldon C’unley .
The day. however, belonged to
the varsity squad as it defeated the
alumni 49-20. An estimated crowd
of 2.400 sass the sarsny intercept
five alumni passes, two of which
were run back for touchdowns.
Linebacker Paul Greeney picked
off an alumni pass with 6:20 left in
the second quaricr and ’cited 45

its Robert W. Scuble
Daily stall writer

The Si St ’ women’s golf team
is getting used to pulling off
m ’Facies.
er) tournament the team
play s on wet or words courses
xi idiom one of us key. players.
Vld that to top-rated opponents
and it looks scary tor SJSI, . hut
the Spartans still keep bringing
home the trophy.
Well, guess what. The golfers did it again. Sigh.
But this time they tried to
make it interesting. Play ing
\%ithout Pat Iltioa. the top-rated
play en m the nation, the team
.611 :teamed the rest ot the crop
in the Stir Annual Big West
\\ itmen’s ( loll Championship
m Las (ince.. Nos \les h..o.
Since Me team led its dOSeSI
s ompciitor by
27 so mg., the
only ay to keep it nth:testing
ax two
he to dihm
shots while play ing in a 31-40
mph Wilk!.
That’s exactly what Triucs
LIOSO0 did. She was penali/ed
w strokes Sunday after she hit
hall out of hounds and she still
mum uc hack to hit a conference
high of 69.
At one point, she either inude
,n heat par on se% en 0)11,o:till ye
holes. When NIA. Gale. women’s golf head coach. s:ISS that
the team learned how to play
golf in the wind. he is joking.
\
ss hal should one es-

4,41

VARSITY 49
ALUMNI 20
HIGHLIGHT: The varsity
squad intercepted six alumni
passes, running two in for
the score. This was the first
alumni game since 1982.
yards down the field for the second
Spartan touchdown of the afternoon. With seconds lett before
halftime rover Paul Hamilton intercepted another alumni pass and ran
hack 40 yards for the score.
SJSU was led by tailback Ntaceo
Barbosa who rushed 12 times for
108 yards and one touchdown.
Wide receiver Byron Jackson
scored twice for the varsity team.
His first score came on a 21 -yard
Pass from Jeff Garcia with 20 seconds left in the second quarter.
Jackson reached the end /one
again in the third quarter on a 15 yard reverse play.
The alumni’s
one -yard run by
79) and on an
Tony Lucy to

scoring came on a
lid Luther KO 7811 -yard pass from
Andy Coan. The

4.711111rw
. ,(0

The second game was a
little less stings. regarding
runs ’Ore Aggies pulled to a
1-0 lead in the first inning.
hut SJSU countered with two
runs in the fifth and sixth.
The Aggies and Spartans
each added one more run to
conclude the scoring. putting
SJSC on top for the 5-2 victory
Lisa Wehren picked up the
complete -game win, with an
eight -hit. two -run performance. bringing her record
14)8-5. with a 1.17 ERA.
SJMI is set to play Haw an
on Wednesday at 1 p fir.
PAI. Stadium.

1/

1[0111 SS 1101111,’

Rocksford Takamatsu - Daily stall photographer

alumni were awarded nine pot it!.
tor each touchdown scored which
svasn’t enough to top the seasoned
sarstis ’cam.
Both quarterbacks for the varsity. xi ho will he battling for the
starting job next 611, turned in
good performances
Sophomore

Jell Garcia completed three iiso,
Passes. good enough for 83 y aids
and one touchdown. Senior \ Lin
’catch completed three of title
passes for 42 yards. Veatch also
engineered two third quarter scoring dris es. Neither quarterback
threw an interception
S I alumni
’Nis is the first

By \like 3% asserhurger
Spec,ai to the Daily

Daily staff report
The
13th -ranked SJSt
weathered
softball
team
snowy conditions to take
three out of four games Men
the Utah State Aggies
The temperature was 40
degrees and the teams played
through intermittent snow
showers. The Aggies won
the series opener on Friday.
2-1. on a bases -loaded infield
single by Jennifer Power
with two out in the bottom of
the eighth inning. The loss
snapped ati SJSU seven game winning streak.
The Spartans (27-16. 16-8
in the Big West Conference)
rallied hack in game two.
slamming 11 hits off two
\ggie pitchers. to post a 5-2
s ictory. Sophomore pitcher
1 isa \Vehren won her fifth
.naight game. improsing her
,ord to 8-5.
Both teams went hack at it
again on Saturday. but this
time SJSU swept the doubleheader.
In game one. Mit/i Zenger
did it all She pitched a
strong complete game effort
and knocked in the only run
III the game. to lead the Spartans to a 1-0 victory. She
threw seven innings of three hit, two-walk hall. improving her season record to 5-I

LTV,

Outside linebacker all llllll us Bill Lehman I No. Matt Veatch during Saturday ’s Spring Alumni
501. a 1986 graduate, goes after quarterback game. 5.1M defeated the ..lumni 49-20.
tootball gunk’ play ed since 1982.
The annual spring es cm st as discontinued after the I 92 ,,(tine and
was replaced instead ss ii It an into
squad scrimmage
The alumni
game, was reinstated this year and
initial resih else was posili% e.
according to Lawrence Fam . sleets
information director.

Silent bats cause of latest losses

SJSU loses
streak but
wins series

peci trom a coach viihose name
literalh, means a strong wind.
Hu. team must have secret
halls that aren’t picked up by the
in intl. I lansOn’s score was 10
under par. Gale says. "She had
(me of the hest tournaments I’ve
:ser seen in the past 14 scars.’’
Ninni Sterner came in second
Iii Tracy Hanson’s three-day
score (il 212 xi Mt 226 points
Lisa Walton came in fifth w ith
231 and Nicole Horner Cattle iii
ilitith with 238. The next gust
that is ill bring this team inon’
1.21ols %k ill he telt at the Stanford
[Ms ersity Golf Course nest
\ ’holiday andl uesday
Then the team sets its wind
machines on high (is ii will try to
blow ass (is the comp:whine) at
the Nationals st Inch (ire scheduled tor Ohio State l’insersity
on May 22 through 25.
The Wilds litie been bringing good thines to coach Cr,de
house dlso Ile SS:IS 0:101Cll 111:.;
CSI (.0:1111 Of the Year lor the
I itth time mer the weekend.
"I’d he dissapointed if 1
sail. ’*1
kele11.)
1011.1 xi alit tit stop a good
thing "
The question should he it
there is ;my thing that can stop
this team that has been kited all
season as lop in the nation
Based on Sunday’s results.
s ,111
nothing short ol a

Ii in us %CIA 511111.111i of the
is pe 01 games we’se had user the

season... Piram said. "Our problem is we don’t hase the ii) fensise
punch and it’s %cry hard to score

The SJSV baseball team had a
rough three -game series with Pacific. in Stockton. dropping two of
three games in extra frames last
weekend.
In the first contest. the Spartans
trite up short losing 5-4 in 14 innings.
’We just weren’t ahle iii score
anything and we came out of the
short end of it.** SJS1 Head Coach
Sam Piraro said.
But offensive punch was not it
problem for SJSU left fielder Jorge
Mont. who collected all lour of the
Spartans’ RBIs in a 3 -for-6 outing
at the plate.
The game on Saturday was the
only contest to end in regulation
time, just barely. It came down to
Ken Ilenderson’s game -winning
RBI single in the ninth inning.
ibis gave the Spartans a 4-3 victory esening up the three -game
series ,it olle game a piece.
Mike Bausch earned the tool)
in ’chef of starter Mark Ringkamp.
Ile pitched five innings. allowing
no hits or runs. improsing his record 6) 2-5

On Sunday. the Spat-tans faced
the ace of the Pacific pitching
staff. Joey. Brow mini
from San
Diego’s Mount Cannel High
School pitched II consecutive innings en route toil no decision.
SJSU scored a run in the top of
the 13th inning off of reliever Lxeren Russell, hut could ma hold
off Pacific in the ...kommi of the in
ning. In that inning. the ’Vigo,
countered w ith two runs to post th,
w
"I don’t Mink there was a harden
fought series in the l.nitc.1
States.- Piraro said. "It was unixlievable. hlisid and guts. death I.
The SPaniMS iii neil to 21-’1’
overall and Sio in the Big We,a
Conference. SJSU is scheduled in,
play two non -conference game,
today and Wednesday against l’SI
and Stanford at Municipal Sta
Mum. The Spartans are then set n,
conclude Big West play xi iii
galneS against UC-Irs inc and 1 id

SAy

lerton State
In order to make it to post sea
son play . Pintro said the Spartan.
Irani. to I inish in third place with
three game sweep of lrs me and
luo ol three from Fullerton I \
cent for Long Beach Slate ,u,1
Fresno. "it’s going to he a do,.
tieht
" e can’t look at the standing,.
vod lust go out and play with inten
sit)
.\/e/rnin Doily Sport%
,r
Sul nehnet 141111ribieled fir flits
Shril

ROCK STEADY POSSE
)IuiiJLLt.’t"

S

11110,e

Unique Combinations of Alternative Transportation Assistance
Available to All Students, Faculty & Staff.

Enter Drawing For 2 FREE April Flash Passes
Environmental Resource Center
Washington Square Hall #115
(408) 924-5467 (Located On Campus
at San Antonio and 4th St

AlTrans

"Transportation Alternatives For A Healthier Planet"

51)

..zehaft.
,
AFTER 30 MINUTES, LOUIE WAS CONVINCED THAT VINNIE WAS LYING
ABOUT THE DOMINO’S MIA BEING LATE.

UPRISING
RAS NATHAN
Terrill%

We’ll offer you more than just a Bus!

)DmiNcis piNta

1.,TRI

5

Tired of Facing This
Every Morning?

8

in ’,IOW Cu.."

IT’S TIME FOR DOMINO’S PIZZA:"
3768 F Santa Clara
Call us!
298-3030

- Medium
-Topping Pizza
599
.

r

Get a medium. ongmal style pizza with on,
topping of yourthoice lot just $5 99 phis Lin
Additional toppings available
oupon required 1111

LaFlge
2 -Topping Pizza
99

$9.

Try our large, Onginal Style pizza with your
choice of two toppings for just $999 plus us’
Additional toppings available
Coupon required

01/81. IC RA0,0
FIVA ART

a,

RIOT II SI

to 5 154,,,,..

JIVIrf,R. SO/1,+ AA

Ay. SvAst.41,11

737 /056

An A owleIA. AAA AA
VA NIA AA AAA
.4.1111. 11.5.,on. RANO AMA u% 08.,A, Ow Owe, ,rs
OmMt Wm, inwhal
NO demon
UCCId thr0
’,1fA lh IA,I

5 1391
non

1

MI lieloperq AAA AA Si uS*aa. AIA
AIR IR AIA, MAAR (8.1,4 am. ARAN le nAor ’*4151
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iily
come onto the floor of the senate
this year because they only have
one more meeting," Mullen said.
Lori Stahl, Public Affairs Officer for the university, also said
that she didn’t have any irubrmation on the proposal.
George Moore, the chair of the
Curriculum and Research Committee, was not available for
comment Monday.
"I’m not very familiar with the
topic, but I know it was sent to a
committee for discussion a few
weeks ago," Stahl said.
According to the report, the
name change is a "presidential
prerogative," but the committees
were asked to review the matter
and make their recommendations
within a one month period.

SCHOOLS
From page 1
traditional), and other relevant
issues."
But Mullen said that she
couldn’t elaborate on the report’s
informational points.
"At this point, I can’t give any
details because the committee has
not finished looking into (the
plan). No one is sure what the
benefits would be right now,"
Mullen said.
Mullen said that the plan was
submitted to the committee four
weeks ago by the Executive
Committee of the Academic Senate.
But even though the Organization and Government Committee
will have voted on it by the end
of the spring semester, Mullen
said that she is unsure when it
will be voted on by the senate.
"I don’t know whether it will

Light
Rail

When the president’s office
was consulted about the name
change, no one, including President Gail Fullerton, was able to
comment on the issue.

GREEK

CONDUCT

From page 1
nize a fraternity here, Najjar said.
Najjar added that the division of
student affairs will review the IFC’s
reasons for recommending a fraternity, to see if the new fraternity has
local alumni support and meets IFC
requirements, such as grades and
minimum membership quotas,
before notifying the fraternity.
"We try to support their recommendations," Najjar said. "They
are well respected nationally," he
said of Beta Theta Pi.
Beta Theta Pi was started in
1839 at the University of Ohio at
Miami, said John Homer, University of California at Berkeley Beta
Theta Pi vice president.
Berkeley is the nearest national
chapter of the fraternity to SJSU.
and will help "set up things that are
constant with the national chapters" if invited, Homer added.

From page 1
"Don’t you guys ever let go?"
he said. "I don’t have anything to
say to you. No comment, thank
you."
Neither SJSU’s art department
chairman, the associate vice president for faculty affairs nor University Spokesperson Lori Stahl
would say whether Radde is temporarily suspended from teaching.
Stahl did say Monday that the outcome of the charges would not
necessarily affect any disciplinary
action against Radde.
"I really don’t want to deal with
that right now," Art Department
Chairman Robert Milnes said.
"I have no comment on that
because it’s a personnel matter,"
said Sybil Weir, associate academic vice president for faculty
affairs.

Auto
Travel

Time of ride:
31 minutes

Time of ride:
22 minutes

Cost:
$ .75 one way

Cost: @ $.33 per mile
$4.54 one way *

Advantages:

Advantages:

From page!
wasn’t enough to beat Launder in
her car. She got to the fountain at
8:22 a.m., according to Blair Whitney, A.S. Community Affairs
Director, who kept notes on Launder’s progress during the race. Her
time was nine minutes faster than
Fullerton. But both Launder and
Fullerton agreed that riding light
rail was cheaper and less stressful.
The result could have been closer because Fullerton spent six minutes waiting for the first train at the
Chynoweth station.
Launder pointed out that on
light rail she could have prepared
for meetings, doing homework or
Just relaxing instead of being
stressed out by commuting alone
in her car.
Launder was also lucky, she said,
in finding a parking space in the
Seventh Street garage. She maneuvered her blue Dodge Colt into a
space on the second floor that
another student had just vacated.
If the space hadn’t popped open,
she could have wasted precious
moments looking for a space. "It’s
kind of like a gamble."

More freedom to go
anywhere, anytime

Less stress, more fuel
efficient than cars

Disadvantages:
Disadvantages:
Slower, have to wait up
to 10 minutes for next
train, only goes north
and south of campus.

More expensive, time
spent driving could be
better spent, harmful to
environment.
* Source: AAA statistics on auto
operating costs and parking tees
Robert W Scoble

Stahl did say last week that the
California Education Code, a state
document governing the actions of
public employees, including professors, cites "immoral conduct"
and "conviction of any misdemeanor for any moral turpitude" as
grounds for dismissal, demotion or
suspension.
California Penal Code 647 is a
disorderly conduct misdemeanor.
Radde’s charges resulted from
an undercover University Police
operation, according to UPD.
Officers targeted the fifth -floor
men’s room after receiving complaints that Wahlquist Library
North’s restrooms were the site of
frequent homosexual activity.

Launder spent about $4 to travel
the 7.7 miles to campus and park.
The American Automobile Association says that the total cost of
operating a four-cyclinder automobile is 33 cents per mile. Parking
in the Seventh Street garage costs
$2, but students can buy passes for
about $18 per month.
Fullerton paid $.75 for a one-way
trip. Day passes are $1.50 and
monthly passes are $22 in the Associated Student’s Business Office.
The two presidents don’t actually live near the Chynoweth station.
Launder lives in Los Gatos and
takes Highway 17 and Interstate
280 to school. Fullerton walks to
campus from her downtown apartment and sometimes takes light
rail to other events.
Fullerton, who said she thought
a commuter race would be a fun
way to start her birthday, passed
the time by looking out the window and relaxing on her way to
work. "I like to ride the light rail,"
she said, extolling its speed and
comfort. "I do hope that a lot of
people give it a try."
Launder, on the other hand, said
that she would ride the rail system
if it came closer to her home in
Los Gatos.

LIGHT
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BUDGET

cient to compel an appointment."
"It does reduce flexibility,"
Willis said.
Department chairmen are also
constrained by the effort to divide
section cancellations between general education courses and classes
in the major.
"We try to balance those," Takizawa said.
The decisions could grow
tougher if even more cuts are mandated
a strong possibility, the
chairmen agree.
"My frank expectation is there’s
likely to be more," Willis said.
"I’m not looking forward to students coming to my office and asking why they can’t get the classes
they want."

’I’m not looking
forward to students
coming to my office
and asking why they
can’t get the classes
they want.’

From page 1
lent) position," he said.
Hardest hit could be economics,
where a cut of 1.5 full positions,
the sabbatical of one professor and
the difference -in -pay leave of
another, means the trimming of at
least 14 sections, Willis said.
Department heads have limited
options in choosing which sections
and faculty to cut. Their leeway
has narrowed even further with the
faculty’s latest collective bargaining agreement, which stipulates
that any part-time or full-time temporary instructor must be reappointed if he or she has taught six

James Willis,
economics chairman
of the past eight years at SJSU.
This leads to retention on the
basis of seniority instead of quality
of teaching, Elliott said.
"We have to be driven by who
has logged how many years," he
said. "The union is saying six years
and only six years is suffi-

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

service and dlepel, h
Pleasant personality
56 7 hr Most be avertable

have to lose’ Conan...
C000, 1996 Los Gatos
95031 Plain Packaging’

DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAI Pt AN
Enroll Now

M

REDS’ MATTRESS SETS New Twin
S85 Full 595 Queen $149 King
5,138 You get both peaces Bunk
hem. daybeds
nesthert 5004
motor netestond
up Dresser

Save your teeth eyes
and money too
Meanings at. OHM*
.1011 S at no charge
For brochure .4.
AS Office or call

headboard Four piece bedroom
set
5199
Chest 01 dusters
’4151745-0900

1-800-655-3225

We will beat anyone s prices’.

HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER’
Jet there anytime with AIRHITCH
for 5769 from the West Coast
5160 from the East Coast’ (Reported in NY Times 8 Lets Go’l
AIRHITCII Call 212 864 2000
MEDIA

JOB SEMINAR The INSIDE
STORY from TO R1310 anchor
Barbara Simpson AL A Time.,..
porter Donna Rosenthal Sunday
May 5 Internalional House U C
Berkeley 9-t2 30,0, THE JOBS
1 30-S pm THE POI ’TICS $25
each session or 545 to, both
Tickets at door Reserve 376
3691 or 525 4876

PROM GRADE PARTY CLOTHES
SEWING AND Al TER& TIONS
MELODY CREATIONS
977 9565
.....

^

59 95
52 p4h 30 day
quote-only Whet do you

RENTERS NOTE" Do you went the
iondlord to kik49, your security de
posit 0, 00 you want It back 101
lips on hots to get your security
deposit
bac k
Send
55 93
Icheck mop to JM See Produc
lions No. 16128 Dept M San
Jose 95118 or call 408 756-3146

WASHER DRYER

Good

condition Selling because we
are mowing $150 2884326

JOBS

for

cote

poisoning
Semester
&
summer lobs Career opportune
In Earn $5 learn about the is
sues call DANA 10151373 5360
ACTIVISTS
SUMMER & CAREER JOBS
Fight to,. lortc fr00 environment

and get paid FOrth Day is very
day’ The Silicon Valley Tosos Co
arnion rnked
one of the na
lion
top
grassroot

len most
ellectise
organitahons is flit
mg concerned articulate people
tor commun., mitre/mil posi
lions Training !revel A lull bene
tits Attend
oaf I conterenre’
Call 1118.7887E 0
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
No sper or,* necessar y
$7 58 Po lotted

AUTO INNOVATIONS
Competitive prtre to,

(pager Steve at 417
0746 923 0111011.9ert
SJSU Student
1980 VW R/111111T
Good Condition St 100
or best collet 243 1837 any time

Call Fla, 718 1367

COMPUTERS
HARVARD GRAPHICS 7 1 IBM DOS
New in troy never used 5230
C811(4081947 8238
WE ARE LOOKING FOR any MWRF
who makes sells Apple Mac
product in participation tor
Quote
F D00062 BD
Thom. et 40e 924 1807

FOR SALE
ARE YOU A NICE guy but
wish women realised
1.17 Wish you had an
ACTIVE DATING I IFE " gel
the

DATING AND SOCIAI

SUCCESS [...book
11011910, septic.*
principles Addressee
oll issues from dress
trig right In /raking
woman mil Not theory
not magic hut Step by
Step rowSe documented
by succiusful men

415 585 5662

24

Call

Barber In Milp.

Intersection
&BO & Montague Elms, Apply
in person Um 9prn
JOBS IN PARADISE
I earn how In obtain wiling
new core/. with CLUB MED
cruiselines and other tropical
resorts I el nue on, ormattve
guide show you how Send
S6 9510 AL IA Publications
P0 B. 3728 Santa Clara
Co 95055
I !YE IN NANNY NEEDED I children
ages 10 t1 Cupertino Psi room
Nonsmoker Wary negotiable
C0814081446 0113
MODEL SEARCH 91
Cosmopolitan
international modeling agent y
F 1431 fashion print
iworlaing M
and TV commercial work For
Ir. evolution Call 374 6090
OFFICE HELP NEEDED’
Anew., phones cutomor

Baywood Ave

iniury Accident Specialists Whether insured or
not we can help if you

Tahoe North
FOR RENT
Shore Sleeps 10 Fireptec BOO
wash dry kitchen Ski areas lake
close by Weekly or doily tales
Phone 140111353 4138 and ask I or

CONDO

teflon, eyperience and Ruble
how% F T and P T sakes reps Call
14061344.0301 est 500 FIAPT
call rten

ePPeeraric r
own transport

STUDENTS’ SCHOOL AND CAREER"
It s easy iv. Discovery Toys Ill
help you succeed For into packet

Music Room
Apply in the Dir. for s Office
3,4 hoot Student Union
SLIMMER

MANAGEMENT

INTER

NSHIP intervenes now taking
place Gain valuable sp manse
mg turn of employ.. cutom
er and suppliers Successful ap
pircnts will undergo lensive

shate
QUIET COUPLE SEEKS same
utIlIhOlgee in IBM are, 5323
ties Own bath pet OK no smoke,. drugs Responsible People
only Call 226.2433
ROOM MATE WANTED ME roommate
wanted in nice 4 bedroom house
war Winchester 5400 per month
. of unities Cali SI.. 1408i
791 21090’ 248 7076
2 ISDAM 2 bath apertmemt Walli Of
gig...Doke to school 7405 111h SI
auncay lacitilie security build
logi able TV avil clean & quiet
remodeted G111,00e awatl on first
come first served bases 5750
um per ml, 1 4 adull students
Call manager at 26119157
IRA APT 37,5 7th ST
cl.IlilPht Fr...tee TV

5160 from the East Coast’ Reported in NY Times & Let s Go’ I
AiRHITCH Call 212.864 2000

If you ate Noting a
...eon your bode,l
due to room) insurance

WHERE DO YOU WANT 70 00’ US
Haeall Meyrco" Make your race
hon plans early tor best prices

costs cell HOWARD BACA
Farmers Ins at 879-9261
for a competitive fee

and 1Cogg 01110101

TYPING
OAR" T. many reports,
and not enough
ET ME DO THE TYPING.

DRIVERS GOOD STUDENTS
and NON-SMOKERS Call
us tor all of your
ineurence needs
GET READY FOR SUMMER"
Permaneol Halt Removal
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
for she:loots 4 faculty
Electrolysis by elergel R F

Call WENDY

Low -roil editing 8 grPniC
Call Paul, Virgenia251-0449

at 292-4096
PROFESSIONAL

AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term papers

term papers theses post grad,
urte WINS Near Oakridge 2245395 Fast turnaround Safestao
lion guarenteed
TWO 131. OCKS FROM CAMPUS
nest to fraternal Joe s

dependable service

TYPING WORDPROCESSING
SI S0.S2 page
Macintosh laser print

ALL ARRANGED’ Anon:fable
experienced proteseonal typist
Al 85 WPM I will make
your papers look & BE their best

Notes papers letters
flyers resumes etc Fr. edrung
Dohrthann Business Center
32h5 151 51 151 Fl 283-0700

Any 63rthat Cell
Susan 14081947-6157 San Jo.
ANEATLn TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
Good spelling and grammar

YPING IA Solacel tO yrs legal asp
all hours near On Aria A Vlico
Suzanne 446-5658

also help L et this
English teacher arguer

TYPING WORD PROCESSING
Reasonable tales
Service

you en improving your
G P A Foto.n students
welcome Call BARBARA
at WRITE TYPE
14061795 7436

Morgan Hill area
Cell CATHY al 406 779-767S
TYPING 8 WORD PROCESSING
52 per page
EILEEN 226.1459
WORD PROCESSING 110 OUALil
PRINTING PHOTOCOPIES
MORE’
Pepers Resumes
Superiot Soc
Free photoOPY 75 P4940 m.
CECIL IA
408 723-6102
Wd tam 52 25 pg $15 fir
winches. less
So SJ on.
1st TIME CUSTOMERS 20, LESS’

Willow Glen Area
IS BACK & better than
eve,’ Grut low rates & pro goal
ity
& deity*, y ourtabie
210-43t5 Nave messege

TOPING

12 degrees 70 year emp

CALL LINDA TODAY for esparto,ed

NMI

TYPING

desktop put,
leaning graphic design & layout

Editing assistance given
Sc grammar sentence structure
e.t.a., II
Use Word Perfect

Pickup avail

SERVICE

word processing

letters theses ...printer
etc All formats plus APA SPE L
CHECK punctuation gran-ether
assistance All wort guaranteed.
Call PAM 2472601 8amlipm to,
worry tree protessiomo

EMI

MI=

MIN

11

vpr,,ximately 32 letters and spaces for each line Punctilauon counts As onc icrial

PRINT YOUR AD HERE

I13

resumes whalevet Science &
English papers our specialty
FREE spellcheck storage

al 9477873
ACME TYPING 8 WORDPROCESSING
Close Io campus Fast
rurnaround Call TOM

Call Anna 972 4992

Close to campus
Pal IN 770-6014

Special introductory

EXPERIENCED FAST
WORDprocessots far..
with APA T Lit abr. hamlets
In’ rel.,IS papers theses

Neer campus
Reasonable rates

ASK tor MARSHA 266,9448
Grad Theses Term Papet
Resumes Cover Letters
APA %robe. MIA fort..

Whirt & more POSTSCRIPT LA
SFRJET Affordable mccurate &
fast’ Spell Gram check *variable

Campbell
LEARN TO Ely’’
118 ht for privets commercial
flight reviews and all aircraft

226.7837 Laser Ouslity

Resumes term papers theses
eh Grad & undergrad
Available by appt
riser Printer

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports term papers resumes

14081371 0488
1643S Bascom Ave

ch.. outs

Call Arlene II

408 997-3647

We give substantial
discounts for GOOD

IIMM

I

A linniMUUMULIJULJMUHHHOHOHOHHOUHLMI I
I I HHOMM[1[][][][][][][]0[]1E1M1HMUUMJHUM.1
Y la][11M1M1HHHOOMMUM[][]C1EICMCMCMH1

I

HOMERNMENN1H[][][][][]0[][1[1[]00000[1[1[10[1[ 1

I

I

teacher to, MO pr. school
Sc hoot age and intent
programs We need toll time

AD RATES,

and part hrme r rouge vet
Flory ible hours available
for hill lirne students
Early morning hrhs

i wins

II 10arn 9 30arni available
Call 157 7326 Si, units
F C P co education required

PONA4UM

Ono
Day

Two
Days

$5 00

3 LINES ON ONE

Three
Days

Five
Day.

$600

$6 70 $740

$800

Please check /
your classification:

Name

DAY

Four
Days

Address

$600 $6 70

$740 $8 10

$880

$700 $740

$8 10 $880

$960

6 ’inns

$600 $870

$940

$1010 $1080

Announcements
Automotive

Zip

City/Slate

Ones

5 Ones

4

THE MUSIC ROOM a Inforrnatrnn Ceri
ter ale now Ocrepling opplo
Ions for Fell 1991 Work stuily

Computers
For Sale

Phone

Each additional hrie $1 00

only Conlarl the Student Wow,
Director Office at 924 63,0

Each addoonal day $1 CO

SEMESTER RATES, ALL

TRAVEL SALES RESERVATIONIST
Wholesale lour operator spaniel
itong
upscole tours to Heel,.
has Severe! toll
anions available

vius 104 1392
DON I GET CAUGHT

ROOM

Average summer urn
ings range S8 115 000 Sluden1
Pointers 1 &w426 -544t ert 277
TEACHERS SUBSTITUTES"
Small World Schools is hiring

HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER,
Jet there anytime with AIRHITCH
tor S269 troth It,. West Coast

DRIVING UNINSURED’

BLOCK FROM
SJSU Kitchen privileges $715
per month 297 7679 3. 01 9p m

PRIVATE

P.

and cruiseship lobs
1661
Call 1-005-602 7555 ert

Immeda San Jose 244.3340
IMMIGRATION LAW CENTER
Employment or student

CAN YOU TYPE THIS" Sure’ Desk top
word processing
publisteng
Call DEBECr
quick return

reports group papers reounws

TRAVEL
CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK
SUMMER TRAVEL FREE
Al, couriers needed

consultation Accident
law Center 7156 The

GAIL

PDP SYSTEMS HAS JOB openings in
high tech computer industry E

Pm,
Provide

AVAIL ABLE NOW’ 1 bdrrn 1 bath .pt
$550 ’no No last TO req Free
cable 1 Ith William 295-5256

Campbell Ca 95008

Quick return Transcription
Almaden
aveilable
services
Branham atea Carl 260-4504
APA

Fast 1.01111,000d

EYE LINER EYEBROWS
LIPS CHEEKS
SMALL SCARS BLENDED
Esc, 6-15-91
Call Trish It (40413793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E Comply. Ave CIT

professional word processing
Theses Won papers group pro
iects etc All ’,gnats including

ACCURATE AND DEPENDABLE
TYPIST AVAILABLE

Enhance your miturel beauty’’

AT

quiet ideal for up to 4 students
4th 4 William Call 947-0803

(415I8411036

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL Derek,
Top Publishing & Wotd Pro.
cesaing papers thesis resumes
reports & group protects wet
come APA espd Accurate work
laser output $2 25 double-spaced
page 7 min from campus near
680 & McKee To reserve your
time call PJ at 923-2309

SOY. DISCOUNT
on all permanent cosmetics

San

SERVICES

CA 95129

training

hours
GREAT JON" Wo,k with people Re
Bel.. al The Beverty Hoot.*
Hotel pT eves & Minds Possible
F Thou,, for summer 1820

335 5

Berkeley

Jose

Daily PT FT Very easy No
S1000
cap Act now’ Send SA SE for
info to BR ENTERPRISES 467 Sa
get/oge Lie Suite .636 San Jose

Recreation

DOWNTOWN HAIRS BEAUTY supply
needpart tone temp help Elan
IS h,. Ok 56 00 hr 270-2755

message Into

May 1st

Maintenance

EARN $500 WK ASSEMBLING prod
Oct. al home’ Easy’ No boss’ Set
your own hoots’ Free tecorded

OW CABRIOL FT WOL FSBURG 19116
46k rni Alpine poll oil teethe,
r oricht ..... won
seats err

Interviews begin Wed
Call 924 1600

Receptionist
AV Technician

FORSALF

FIE PAIR’ DON T RE PI ACE’
Mobile windshield rep.
Call 408 432 3436

Starting pay SS 02 hour Stop by
the Book %tote ortice A till out an
upiir anon
ypertenc preferred

Event Center end Aquatic Center
Gull. Artist
L Osgood

Call 1408,446 1933
4 door

PART TIME WORK available on cam
pus’ Spartan Bookstore is now
home tor the Fall semester Slu
dent employees receive des
counts on merchandise L meols

SUMMER AND FALL JOBS’
in it,. Student Union

& related dub.
es FT PT p.m.,
avail Start 56 56 25 hour

San Jose CA 95113

7486

you will end up hnanci
ally ter stronger and
safer than! you try
to settle you, own use
Many years of experience
There is no charge for

call 23e62 lt

tor young edults &
adolescentw autism

noes. For price quotes
rail Orlando 920 $277

paid
receive
trarning and a base salary plus incentives Apply in person It
Classic Hews.
11140 First St 3rd Floor

Qualified writers Resumes
Editing Academic professional
wrihng Reasonable
Annotated bibliographies

El ECTROI YSIS C INIC’ Unwanted
hall removed ’Greyer SPECIAL
1ST Confidential your very own
probe or disposable Call 247

have been hurl We will
do allot the work and

Reliable &

COUNSEL OR DIRECT CARE
SIatt needed at local
ruidentier

allot you, solo needs
Wheels tires & moth

end shins
Reservationists

WRITING RESEARCH SERVICES
Paper thesis development
peeper/than All topics

body loner See V1K TOR in SR 711
or call 408 254-1447 belote 06004
after 1900 any day

HOUSING

Call 7 3 1 800 247 3435

VANGUARD SECURITY SVCS
1212 Scott Blvd

*Computer or typing skills
eFlertbility to work some week-

BLUEGREEN ALGAE S HERE
N
NOW" Super memory enhancer

AVAILABLE NOW OR RESERVE tor
Fall Lig 2 Loam 2 bath See utile
perking
nth row.e
secured

quo.

Cr.. Union
Medical In.ranc

skills

and during your Summer break
f or information Call San Jose
1401319773661 or Los Gatoso1081
5-14-1076 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS’

PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSISTANTS
Events eves & Minds May & June

Apply Monday Ftgay
flarnloSpni
Full benefits

*Pleasant lelepnone sooce
e Sales 8 customer service

flIghl from SJC to LVK only 536
For more info call Jim at 723.
3146

PERSONALS

once program Can stay on full
lime during your Spring break

won 400

Santa Clare C
14081777 9793
between San Tomes Olcoll

AUTOMOTIVE

school schedule’ Starling pay
rate SI 1 25’E arn 5135 for a 12 ht
work week S225 for 20 hrs $450
to, 4Th,. No erperronce
P.

ship receiving clerks

WEEKLY PAY
Full time or part time

ORGANIZATION for otir testi
mon, meetings on Wednesdays
Cl noon in the Monter. Room

service Temporary and permanent positions soth flesible hours
Work hours set around your

/regarded & won 24 Credits on
our fully accredited work expert

the ENVIRON
MEN/ Pass laws to slop air poi
lotion scaler pollution and pe511

BREAK in your we.
Come
tom us the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

PART TIME’ INTERNATIONAL RETAIL
CHAIN lb n business since 78881
has 200 full and part.tirne pose.
’ions in retail sales and customer

;pored training provided Paid in
Hons..* available scholarships

HELP WANTED
ACTIVIST

TAKE

Student Union For more enf ore.
lion call Krt. al 247 4409

KENMORE

F 8 30-17 30 Conlatl
Steve at 275-9898

$630 mo tease 268-0439

phone to develop promote and
Sell COMOO11/1111 travel itineraries
Successtul applicants will have

ISSUES

59 lines $70 00 411 10 14 lines $9000
15 19 lines $11000

urroner

Pert time work
may he
pourbilly in the tali
From Mc.
few Mocks horn

Questions? Call (406) 924-3277

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR CASE TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State UnNersay
San Jose, California 95192-0149
C1a7,s,i,w1 desk

located insode Wahlquist Libary North 102

Greek
Help Wanted
__Housing
Lost and Found
Personal

Services
Stereo
Travel

Typing

Desdilne Two days before pubNcetion Consecutive pubilcations dates only No refunds on cancelled ed.

campus

reeervationrsts tortoni,
nicle with travel agent... Wier

ILS

IME

M=

IMO

=III

=III

NM

NMI

=MI

OMNI

OM

=III
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Exotic reggae grooves ballroom

’[he latin Jaz/ ensemble, directed by Daniel Sabanns ich is a group in which the art and craft of

By Precy Currens
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Ballroom
was generated with great exotic
rhythms Saturday night by "Reggae Fest ’91" where three of the
finest reggae hands in the Bay.
Viva. Opening was Inka Inka, then
ame Strictly Roots and headlining
is a,. t ’aribbean Allstars.
aribhean Allsturs is one of the
oldest standing Caribbean hands in
the Bay Area according to base
player Michael George. who has
been a member of the hand since
its format ion about 111 years ago.
There’s a misconception about
reggae and Caribbean music.
George said in the dressing room.
music
Iiiy 50dId
Daly stall photographer
titre itl \hi iiii and I .itm roots latin jazz is developed. The group is scheduled to and caly pso and soca music are
big parts a Ii tug a it ii reggae. Mtn’
perform on May 8, at 7:30 in the Concert !tall.
people think that Caribbean music
is reggae. said (icor),I.e Its in the
same family hut it’s icEs ditterent
"The movement has 12rossii
front an eiphri) phase into V. hat ii
is today.. said (ieorie
"and it’s griming like a wild
sseed.’
A San Francisco fiased hand.
Carihhean Allstars just wrapped up
a new album called.Pathway to
irsuaincs." which was collaht
rated w Mu Carlos SillItalla Is

Jazz Ensemble aims for
authentic, ethnic sound
Band places second at Pacific
Coast Collegiate Jazz Festival

.41 the Pacific Coast

Collegiate Jazz Festival
the band placed second
out of 20 colleges. The
judges wrote on the
critique form that the
ensemble was "really
authentic."

ciillege hands.
’’ I lkit’sV II I got tired of doing
cry one gets charts from tlw
that.
same source." he said. 1t was al way s something I’ve alw
wanted to do."
But he thinks that the band is
helping to change people’s perceplions of Third World music.
"I just feel good that the hand
evists. We base reali/ed for a long according to the chive pattern in
time how important that music is the music.
becoming." he said.
The ensemble., first concert in
It is important, he says. tor mu19149 completely sold out. "I think sicians to know how to play tither
that’s the only time that’s hap- worlds. music GIttria rstetan.
pened in the music concert hall."
tor evample. is pail ot a pop
The music is popular because it hand that has employed these
The rhythm can also he turned
into quite complicated music that IN inesmeri/ing - for both the au - rhythms and infused them. The
strains even the most trained musi- dience and the players. "It you are more musics you know about
a horn or percussion player. you the more a musician has to draw
s
19"‘ ed. he upoit
...1heSse had some vet’) coin- 1.20 emotionall
pies parks to deal with." Suhuno- said
The Latin Jai/ Ensemble will
restls es
music
latin
Jai/
la said.
that’s why musicians who around the hitting of twit sticks to- perform Monday May tt at the
Sesenth and
gether in a specific pattern. w Inch SJSC concert
knovs him to play ethnil.
well often get jobs, he said. while Sahanokich called the cline." San Carlos Streets Ticket are 53
thtuse who concentrated on the the bass pans. the drum parts and tor students and s5 for general admainstream big-hand music get left piano parts !lase to all he played ults-Attn.
out
..111 good musicians are required to know these things." he
said.
The SJSI ensemble is one of the
tea college hands that play authentic latin jaw/. Sahanosich said.
At the Pacific Coast Collegiate
Jaii Festi sal. held at l’iniersity ol
Califiwniu at Berkeley the hand
placed second out ot 20 colleges
The judges wrote on the ci lilciuc
form that the ensemble was ’leans
authentic...
Two sticks might he used to heat
a horse to water hut this hand uses
Wednesday, May 1, 11:30-1:30pm
a lot more to create its hypnotic
dance music. Congas. timbales.
at the
bongos and other miscellaneous
percussion is mived with piano and
Student Fee Increase Forum
hass to create a style that Saban.).
in
s ich say sounds like Pete 1:scovedit’s hand.
Morris Daily Auditorium
Afro-C uhan rhythms. Sahanoa
MCs ich said, are timed ith
Sponsored by the Associated Students
1114.1iCS and harmonies Ile decided
to direct the ensemble alter he got
and the Academic Senate
bored with the typical big -hand

Ity Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff writer
The SJSC’s I Alin Jai/ Ensemhie. led hy Pr tessor Daniel Sahanos ich. shows how two sticks can
open up a new world ot ethnic
music.
The hand enthralls audiences
w ith its music that is based on the
rhythm of two sticks being hit togc her
"The thing about latin music is
that it’s all dance music for the
most part." Sahanos ich said. Because the rhythm is simple. it Inesuteri/es and hy pnt n/e. its listen-

MUSi

CIIII1C thu

tills N111111110.

lead ocalist
Jahson Darnell. Strictly Roots lead
Upon first itieehiuig

tune can’t get oser his meiiiank.ihiy long strands itt blond
thigh -long dreads. 1 he bearded
musician said that his interests in
reggae music was real wed when he
went to Jamaica for a spiritual
quest and he ran into some telepathic people.
Ever since then Darnell has been
influenced hy iah (God) and
through reggae he evpresses his
messages ot "Jah lose" to the
pet. plc
Strictly Roots, a nine -member
group has heen playing together
tor nearly II ye.ims rhe
mIme crimd lit such lisely tunes as
’’Timeless
’Deliverance’ and
Road. ’
Their new album. due out hy the
end ot the summer, is called "1 .ast

Kelly Davis Special to the Daily
[odd Wilder of Inka inka."Strictly Roots,"Inka Inks and The
’Caribbean Allstars’ played in Saturday night’s Reggae Fest ’91.
I ta/e
I used to he so cynical. beXV Oder. cause I’m the ty pe who
I tudd "Spiderman
lead socalist tor Ink.’ Inkti. was questions things. said W thilci
dubbed rightl y so hes:itise when he but I sing about it so people w ill
performs he hops around the stage know what us about. But I’m IPA
in a spi ingy lashion like a long- Ilt:re to preach ii.
)pt mm
are what got these three
legged creature Its emmet gemic style
Saturday night. Atptimped-up the ciossil V. ith 1.1. - hands It
ten to \ly Logic’ .1 Iasi -paced 1114Ispilerit: Options that is. This
reggae test performance will beneelfereS
m’Ile isah lunch 1,0,11
ilsler eutthiusi.ii silly sedtwes fit SJSt "s student outreach pit,by the Associated
the s !mid attile his musts urges giant
them to bump and gy late to Students Program Board. Some 1.1
the prIkVeell, skill go toward edit
the’ Iiiainisash ’
On Slay 1st band ineitilseis is ill siting students and people tut color
ut considei
ironmental studies
Is a group In addition. iliese le- ;is a maim tut eniolling iii ens iron n ic iii ii c l.isses con...er% in and
s’etills. added tow hien ’nowise:,
Kaslitarkin_
pios tainted
ildii situ uuiusic is the medium
%kith kali :Ind Jai)
thai links is
ptilt21,011
%salt musk
I

C10114111:

11101

SC

Illid

Milli% CI s.ilA

:111:;1C
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Put some Fire
in Your Fiesta!

Facts About the
Fee Increase.

Come spend some time and
voice your opinion.

Back by Popular Demand

JUOFI
"30th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL’

LSAT IN HAWAII

Why take Kaplan for $745.00 on the mainland when you can sign up for a
BAR/BR I LSAT course for the same once and ao to

All FREE"

e
$745.0 you will re
Bealri’s LSAT Course with live Instruction and ddiTuasions counseling by
our top California Attorney
Round trip airfare and one week hotel nOcomniOdetiOns.
Free opportunity to sit inon another course when you return.
Our Quality BerBri hall been rated #1 in the nation over Kaplan hy
Columbia University Student Magazine
Our guarantee: You will score in the top 20,chb-,

r

Depart: August 15th, Thursday, San Francisco or Los Angeles
Return : August tist Wedresday.
Classes will be held at the hotel Fri. through Tues., 9:00 am - 1:00 p.m.

CAII 1 -800-777-EXAM FOR FURTHER DETAILS

See our Special
Cinco de Mayo Section
1 hi Thursday in CenterStage.

rah
Stud
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No payn

other/ally
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The Nissan
Student Loan.
No money down.
No payments for 90 days.

NISSAN

w.
Built for the Human Race:

Apply here.
Get a new Nissan NX or any other Nissan for no
money down. No payments for 90 days. Just fill out this
card and bring it to any participating Nissan Dealer.
Name

Age

Signature
Address
Zip

State
.

School name _
)ealer signature-

_

Dealership
kalership location
Vehicle model purchased
Offer is good from April 1 1991 through December 31 1991
inam mg sublrs t to credit approval Previous comparable credit is not
required, however. adverse c Tea may disqualify Offer not valid in
New Jersey Limited to licensed drivers 18 years of age anti over with
verifiable offers of employment after graduation Verifiable insurance
coverage required
[kaki Attach card to contract

Life wasb
Fug’

ts

}

’No%

ere.
ther Nissan for no
I days. Just fill out this
iting Nissan Dealer.
Age

-

_

Zip

ctembri 31 1991
N wmparable redlt I% not
lily Nit not valid in
’ari. of age and over with
non Verifiable insurant.c
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The new Nissan NIX 2000.140-horsepower engine. 0-60 in 7.7seconds’ 31
Allaik
MPG? Standard driver’s side air bag. Viscous limited slip differential. Extra wide NISSAN
t fres Optional T-Bar roof and ABS brakes Does that sound fun or what"
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